
Recruitment is key
When fisheries biologists talk about re-
cruitment, they are talking about the 
number of young fish surviving to enter 
the fishery. Consistent recruitment is 
critical for a sustainable fishery. With-
out it, population declines can be no-
ticeable (Figure 1). 

Several factors are believed to be 
involved in this decline, includ-
ing:  
 
 •   warmer water in summer, 
 •   more variable spring 
  conditions,  
 • increasing water clarity, and  
 • expansion of black bass, rock  
  bass, and sunfish populations. 

Walleye are a major target for many state anglers. They support a valuable sport fishery that brings a substantial amount of 
dollars to many Wisconsin businesses. Unfortunately, walleye are declining in many lakes throughout their range (and 

that includes many lakes in Wisconsin). Management strategies to improve walleye populations have included stocking and 
regulations. Biologists and researchers are proposing another experimental technique to improve walleye populations - full- 
scale removal of bass and sunfish species. 

Figure 1. In the last 25 years, there has been a 
noticeable decline in the survival of young wall-
eye in Wisconsin lakes.

Various strategies have been implement-
ed to combat the decline in walleye pop-
ulations: 1) The Wisconsin Walleye Ini-
tiative has stocked more large fingerling 
walleye in waters where walleye popula-
tions have decreased in recent years. 2) 
Strict angling regulations - For example, 
no harvest of walleye from the Minocqua 
Chain (catch and release only) in an ef-
fort to improve the population or 3) lib-
eral harvest regulations (no minimum 
lenght limit) on largemouth bass in many 
northern Wisconsin lakes.
 

Too many mouths 
Another important, but untested, idea is 
that sunfish, rock bass, and juvenile black 
bass are eating young-of-year walleye 
at levels that are affecting recruitment. 
If this is true, then walleye populations 
could be improved by reducing the num-
bers of sunfish, rock bass, or juvenile 
black bass in a lake.

THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The cooperators on this project want to 
test this idea in one or two small Wis-
consin lakes. The research team would 
remove as many bass and sunfish as pos-
sible from the experimental lake, with the 
goal of increasing the number of surviv-
ing walleye recruits and improving wall-
eye fishing in the lake in the long term. 

Depending on the outcome, a decision 
could be made whether to try the method 
in more lakes.

Figure 2. Typical bass and sunfish species 
present in northern Wisconsin lakes. The 
proposed project would remove as many as 
possible by a variety of methods over a period 
of several years.
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Lake County Acres Suitability
Horseshoe Barron 115 Good 
Buffalo  Bayfield 185 Good
Cisco Bayfield 96 Good
Drummond Bayfield 97 Good
McDermott Iron 83 Good
E Horsehead Oneida 184 Good
Muskellunge Oneida 287 Good
Bear Track Washburn 96 Good
Deep Lake Washburn 43 Good 

Crystal Bayfield 117 Possible
Echo  Iron 220 Possible
Sandy Beach Iron 111 Possible
Sawyer Langlade 180 Possible
Bird Oneida 97 Possible
Blueberry Sawyer 292 Possible
Lower Clam Sawyer 203 Possible
Smith Sawyer 312 Possible
Osprey Sawyer 208 Possible
Hunter Vilas 184 Possible 
Little Spider Vilas 223 Possible
Towanda Vilas 139 Possible
Slim Washburn 210 Possible

Figure 3. Distribution of possible study lakes across northern Wisconsin identified through a variety of 
assessment procedures. Lakes were placed into “good” and “possible” categories.

POSSIBLE STUDY LAKES

How many lakes will be affected, and how 
will they be selected? The lakes on the list 
were chosen because walleye recruitment 

ing stocked. However, if a stocked lake is 
selected, it will still be stocked through-
out the study. This project will not affect 
whether or not a lake is stocked with 
walleye. 

What is the goal of this project, and what 
do expect to happen in the lake after the 
fish are removed? If sunfish are lowering 
walleye recruitment, we expect to see 
more new walleye entering the popula-
tion. As we will be removing competi-
tors, the adult walleye in the lake may 
also grow faster, leading to bigger fish. 
We also think that any sunfish that are 
not removed may also grow faster, lead-
ing to fewer but bigger bass and panfish.

While this project will last five years, we 
want to keep monitoring experimental 
lakes after this to see if removing these 
fish leads to consistently higher numbers 
of walleye available to fish in the long 
term.

PROJECT TIMELINE

Spring/Summer 2017 – Monitor 
and assess control and treatment 
lakes (all fish sizes and numbers)

Spring/Summer 2018 – Fish 
removals through netting, electro-
fishing and possibly liberal fishing 
regulations

Spring/Summer 2019 – Fish re-
movals and monitoring recruitment

Spring/Summer 2020 – Fish re-
movals and monitoring recruitment 

Summer 2021 – Assess removals 
on walleye recruitment and sunfish 
population

PROJECT  Qs & As
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Table 1. Proposed study lakes and the suitabili-
ty assigned to each. 

For more information on the 
proposed project, contact:
Steve.Carpenter@wisc.edu4
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has gone down in them and they are 
thought to have high numbers of bass or 
sunfish. One or two lakes will be select-
ed from the list for bass and sunfish re-
moval, based on public input, surveys of 
current fish populations, and how costly 
it will be to remove fish. 

Once the experimental lakes are chosen, 
we will also identify a reference lake sim-
ilar to and nearby the chosen one that we 
will not remove fish from. We will mon-
itor walleye populations in this reference 
lake as well, to give us an idea of how re-
cruitment would change without sunfish 
removal, but nothing will be done to this 
lake. 

Will fishing regulations change on the 
experimental lake? It is possible that bag 
and length limit restrictions for sunfish 
will be lifted when we start removing 
fish in 2018, to help remove fish from the 
lake. Regulations on walleye will not be 
affected.

What will be done with the fish that are 
removed? This will be determined lat-
er, but the fish will either be moved to 
another lake or donated to a local food 
kitchen. The fish will only be moved to 
other lakes if they pass tests for the ab-
sence of fish diseases such as VHS.

Will the experiment use lakes that are 
stocked with walleye, or only unstocked 
lakes? Ideally, this experiment would be 
done on a lake that is not currently be-
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